Our Alumni...

Zhou Xiang, who received his Bachelor of Engineering degree in MSE of NUS in 2009, now is continuing his passion for materials science and engineering as a PhD candidate in MIT, USA.

Message from Zhou Xiang:

....The academic program in MSE had offered me a plethora of opportunities with great width and depth throughout my course of study at NUS. I especially enjoyed the well-designed laboratory classes in the undergraduate syllabus, which exposed him to a wide range of materials disciplines through interesting hands-on experiences. The department’s industrial and international liaisons also allowed me to see the industry and the outside world....
Neo Chi Jin, Darren, who received his Bachelor of Engineering degree in MSE of NUS in 2012, now is continuing his passion for materials science as a PhD candidate in Oxford, UK.

Message from Darren:

...Looking back, I’ve never regretted being part of NUS material science and engineering (MSE) department. The MSE cohort is small and close knitted family. There is a great and dedicated group of lecturers, teaching assistants and lab technicians. I find the lab sessions very enriching as it put science into practical perspectives and the viva sessions that we have after the submission of each lab report would always show that learning from the lecture notes is not enough. The highlight of the whole four years of undergraduate program would be the final year project, which is spread across two semesters....
Shi Yezhou, who received his Bachelor of Engineering degree in MSE of NUS in 2009, now is continuing his passion for materials science as a PhD candidate in Stanford, US

**Message from Yezhou:**

...I selected the introductory course to Materials Science and Engineering in my first year and immediately became fascinated by the interdisciplinary nature of this field. In the next three years in the program, I benefited tremendously from the interaction with the dedicated professors in the Department and from the many great opportunities made available to us. When I enrolled in Stanford University and started taking the core classes here, I came to appreciate more about how the materials science classes were designed and structured back in NUS. The two curricula share many similarities and my undergrad experience definitely prepared me for post-graduate studies in a PhD program....